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ABSTRACT
Knowledge components (KCs) have many applications. In computing education, knowing the demonstration of specific KCs has been challenging. This paper introduces an entirely data-driven approach for (i) discovering KCs and (ii) demonstrating KCs, using students’ actual code submissions. Our system is based on two expected properties of KCs: (i) generate learning curves following the power law of practice, and (ii) are predictive of response correctness. We train a neural architecture (named KC-Finder) that classifies the correctness of student code submissions and captures problem-KC relationships. Our evaluation on data from 351 students in an introductory Java course shows that the learned KCs can generate reasonable learning curves and predict code submission correctness. At the same time, some KCs can be interpreted to identify programming skills. We compare the learning curves described by our model to four baselines, showing that (i) identifying KCs with naive methods is a difficult task and (ii) our learning curves exhibit a substantially better curve fit. Our work represents a first step in solving the data-driven KC discovery problem in computing education.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Modeling new learning domains is a common task for researchers and educators which often involves identifying a set of domain-relevant skills and determining when (e.g., in which problems) students practice each individual skill. Multiple data-driven approaches have been proposed to either improve existing learning domain models or to discover fully new models automatically using student log data. The benefit of such approaches is that they can alleviate the need for expert authoring (e.g., via cognitive task analysis [11]), and can reveal skills and problem relationships that may be counter-intuitive to the domain experts (e.g., due to blind spots [32]). Traditionally, these methods (e.g. [7, 9, 38, 23]) output a Q-matrix, which maps the discovered skills to individual practice problems. With a defined Q-matrix, researchers and educators can leverage student modeling techniques such as knowledge tracing [13] to assess what exact skills the student knows and doesn’t know and can provide personalized problems recommendations that target the student’s specific knowledge gaps [7].

However, in domains such as programming where there exists heterogeneity in viable solution paths, simply knowing which skills are relevant to a given problem is often insufficient – we also want to know when each of those individual skills is successfully demonstrated in student practice, and when it is not. For example, if a student attempts a problem that requires the use of multiple skills (e.g. conditionals, iteration, logic, etc.), it is helpful to know which of these skills they have demonstrated successfully. This can aid us (i) better understand how students struggle and learn, and (ii) adapt teaching to individual student’s needs by offering personalized help and instruction. In other words, rather than viewing success on a problem as a binary outcome (correct/incorrect), it would be helpful if a model could detect how successful a student’s attempt is along the dimensions of each of the problem-relevant skills (e.g., loop correctness, iteration correctness, etc.). In domains like programming, many problems require students to apply multiple skills, and it is difficult to break problems down into single-skill sub-steps. Doing so requires making use not only of binary correctness information, as in prior work [9, 24, 38], but also information from students’ actual code submissions. Note that this goal is distinct from that of predictive student modeling (i.e., knowledge tracing [13]), which in programming tasks predicts students’ binary submission correctness (such has been done in [40]); instead, we are concerned with detecting more fine-grained evidence of knowledge being demonstrated during practice (i.e. successful or unsuccessful demonstration of multiple skills, rather than a whole problem).

As a first step towards this goal, this work explores how well a data-driven approach can discover candidate KCs (skills) that (i) can be detected automatically from student code

1Skills and knowledge components are used interchangeably in this paper. Knowledge components (KCs) are defined in [23] and introduced in Section 2.1
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submissions—allowing us to track when students successfully demonstrate each of them, and that (ii) conform to the learning theoretical properties of KCs suggested in prior literature \cite{koedinger2007}. For (ii) specifically, we attempt to discover candidate KCs that fit idealized learning curves \cite{rate}—meaning that students get better as they practice individual skills, quickly at first and then more slowly. The student error rate reduction over time is assumed to follow a power law (namely the power law of practice) \cite{rate}. KCs are also expected to be informative for predictions of students’ success on the current problem \cite{13}. Our goal in this work is to first understand how well the discovered candidate KCs meet these criteria, and then to explore how they can inform our understanding of student learning. We propose the KC-Finder algorithm which takes as input sequence data describing students’ code submissions on a series of practice problems, and that outputs: (i) a set of candidate KCs; (ii) a Q-matrix mapping these KCs to individual practice problems where they are relevant; and (iii) a detector that can estimate, for a given student attempt on a problem, confidence values describing which of the relevant KCs were demonstrated correctly, allowing us to reason about why an incorrect attempt was made. We introduce a loss function inspired by learning curve analysis to train a deep learning model whose predictions conform to idealized learning curve \cite{9}. We evaluate our approach by answering two research questions (RQs) using data from 351 undergraduate students in an introductory Java course:

- **RQ1:** To what degree do the discovered candidate KCs conform to the learning theoretical properties of KCs?
- **RQ2:** What kind of patterns have we discovered as KCs in students’ code and how do they inform our understanding of student learning?

For RQ1 we evaluate the candidate KCs by calculating a loss describing the fit to expected learning curves. For RQ2, we conduct a case study analysing concepts and skills tracked in student submissions. Our findings suggest that the KCs discovered by our data-driven approach induce learning curves conforming to the power law of practice. The discovered KCs are sometimes (but not always) meaningful and non-obvious to domain experts. However, we also found that the discovered KCs were no more predictive of student success than random, laying the groundwork to explore how to satisfy both learning theory and predictive performance.

## 2. RELATED WORK

### 2.1 Knowledge Components

We use “knowledge component” (KC) as a term to describe the skills students learn by practicing a set of programming problems in the computing education domain. The concept of KCs was introduced in the Knowledge-Learning-Instruction (KLI) framework by Koedinger et al. \cite{koedinger2007}. The KLI framework connects teaching and assessment via observable and unobservable events in the student learning process: instructional events, assessment events, and learning events. Learning events are defined as cognitive (or from a biological view, brain) changes occurring when students learn. While learning events cannot be directly observed or controlled, they are caused by instructional events such as explanations and lectures which are observable. Assessment events (exams, discussions, etc.) are used to probe the student’s knowledge state which on its own is not directly observable. The framework defines the knowledge students learn through unobservable learning events as KCs which are a concept that builds the bridge between learning events and assessment events. In the general KLI framework, KCs can also refer to other terms (e.g., concept, principle, or fact). In this specific paper, we refer to KCs as skills, and by knowing a skill, we mean knowing certain concepts/principles/facts and how/when to use them. While there may be different kinds of skills (procedural, declarative, etc.), we do not distinguish these since this paper’s focus is to find any skills relevant to programming tasks regardless of their nature. KCs can have different levels of granularity: for example, in programming, “knowing how to write iterations” is a skill, however, a more fine-granular KC can be “knowing how to use for correctly”. Problem-KC relationships enable us to track students’ knowledge mastery as they work through a set of problems \cite{1} via knowledge tracing algorithms. Well-defined KCs and problem-KC relationships are essential for knowledge tracing algorithms such as Bayesian knowledge tracing (BKT) \cite{13}, AFM \cite{9}, PFA \cite{37} and DKT \cite{rate} which estimate a student’s mastery of skills based on the correctness of their responses to previous practice questions. The modeling of student knowledge states enables intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs) to adapt the workflow to individual students. For example, SE-COACH \cite{12} uses KC-driven models to decide steps that need explanations, and Salz et al. \cite{15} used KC-based student models to examine the process of studying worked examples and how knowledge is transferred when solving problems. In our work, KC-Finder automatically discovers candidate KCs from student code submissions for these systems to work in the CS education discipline.

### 2.2 KC Discovery & Data-Driven Refinement

Many student modeling tasks require the definition of KCs and problem-KC relationships. The task of identifying a set of suitable KCs and assigning them to individual practice problems is complex and requires substantial effort from domain experts and techniques such as cognitive task analysis (CTA) \cite{11}. Even then the resulting KCs can suffer from biases and blind spot effect \cite{32}, inducing a need for additional refinement techniques (e.g., \cite{9,10,16}). Further, the design of detectors that determine when a KC is demonstrated when a student attempts a certain practice problem is highly labor-intensive \cite{24}. Data-driven techniques that leverage student log data have been proposed to refine existing expert Q-matrices (e.g., \cite{24,16,54}) and to discover new KCs (e.g., \cite{54,33}). These approaches demand less effort from human experts and can mitigate blind spot effects, but they may lead to less interpretable KCs.

One common method to evaluate KCs is learning curve (LC) analysis \cite{9}. When evaluating KCs one hypothesis underlying LC analysis is that the collective error rate of a population of students in a KC decreases as they practice more. This trend is assumed to follow an exponential curve (e.g., the power law of practice \cite{53}). Multiple methods have been proposed to improve the domain-specific Q-matrix using LC analysis. For example, learning factors analysis (LFA) \cite{9} combines the additive factors model (AFM) with A∗ search to refine an expert Q-matrix, and relies on learning curve fit
as optimization criterion. In this paper, our idea is similar to LFA. We also use learning curves to guide the optimization process, but differences exist. The biggest difference is that we do not require initially defined KCs and Q-matrix, and our main output is a set of discovered KCs. In addition to using learning curves in our loss function and evaluation metrics, inspired by performance predictions approaches (such as BKT [13] and DKT [39], and newer models that use learning curves in knowledge tracing [55]), we also add response correctness and actual student code submission information into the model optimization process to discover KCs suitable for performance predictions. This is similar to the work by Shi et al. [49] who incorporated code information into DKT. Shi et al. also worked on a deep learning model, but the key difference is that we propose to discover KCs, while they focus solely on predicting student performance.

2.3 Student Modeling in CS Education
Student modeling in computer science education has its own challenges which set it apart from other domains such as math and science education. For example, open programming problems are hard to perform knowledge tracing on due to the inherent complexity of the individual problems and the heterogeneity of viable solutions. Some prior works aimed at finding KCs suitable for CS education. While the Lisp tutor [3] introduces KCs with the tutor’s design, it does not allow students to write code freely, which greatly constrains the space of possible student code submission. It is difficult for teachers to perform CTA for open coding problems and to find suitable KCs. Gusukuma et al. [21] proposed a framework to identify misconceptions and find KCs accordingly, but the approach still requires substantial effort from domain experts, and the KCs they discovered have not yet been evaluated quantitatively. Rivers et al. [44] proposed using normalized nodes from abstract syntax tree (AST) representations of student code as KCs, and evaluated them with learning curve analysis. However, some KCs discovered by their model did result in learning curves not conforming to the power law of practice. One can hypothesize that this might be due to limitations of canonicalization algorithms (the process of converting student code into a standardized format). We look at this problem from a different point of view and hypothesize that the guidance of learning curves in the KC discovery process can help recover better fitting learning curves. We use a neural network structure subjected to a constraint inspired by ideal learning curves to identify KCs that warrant well-fitting representations. There is also related work with focus on applications of student models in CS education. Yudelson et al. [56] extracted student code features and used them for code recommendation; finding KCs can also help us attribute errors from student code, and thus may aid in subgoal detection tasks [31] and may enable better feedback [40] and hints [43] to students. Some recent works focused on student performance prediction [30, 28, 22, 58] by leveraging code submissions (though using experts or data-driven code features). Finding suitable KCs may help such models make more accurate predictions. Discovering KCs is still a key mission in CS education to improve many of these applications.

2.4 Deep Code Learning for CS Education
The advancement of deep learning and big data analysis algorithms has significant impacts in diverse domains in-cluding code analysis [2, 57, 10]. Many related techniques have found application in the CS education domain due to the increasing size of available datasets [26]. A frequently applied model is code2vec [2], which has been used to detect bugs and misconceptions from student code [50, 52, 53] and recent extensions also approach student performance prediction tasks [49, 29]. Other research used code2vec for general classifications of educational code in a block-based setting [19]. The recent Codex model (and the related CoPilot tool [10]) caught the attention of many CS educators. Codex is widely used for code auto-generation tasks, and has also achieved promising results when used to generate student code explanations [46]. While deep learning-based approaches often yield high predictive performance, they tend to be less interpretable then traditional modeling approaches (despite the effort from [17]) and it is difficulty to extract insights into the learning process that can be explained to students and teachers. Our approach leverages learning curve analysis to guide the model training process and aims to build a more trustworthy and explainable deep learning model for student modeling tasks in CS education.

3. METHOD
Our target is to discover KC candidates using constraints inspired by learning theory. Suitable KCs are expected to be informative in student performance predictions and should induce learning curves that follow the power law of practice. Overall, there are four assumptions about KCs made in our work to build the KC discovery model. They are introduced below along with the theoretical rationales behind them.

3.1 Assumptions
The assumptions underlying the model design are A1: The collective error rate of students on a given KC decreases with subsequent opportunities to practice that KC. This decreasing trend is assumed to follow the power law of practice [9, 33]. A2: The demonstration of KCs in a problem solution attempt should be predictive of the attempt’s correctness. A3: KCs are detectable from a student’s current code submission. A4: All problems have a fixed set of KCs, meaning that the related KCs for a problem are fixed, independent of the submissions from students. A5: All KCs have the same initial error rate and learning rate.

A1 states that observations from students practicing KCs should induce learning curves that conform to the power law of practice. It is natural to assume that when practicing KCs, as students practice more, they become more proficient in these KCs, and thus make fewer mistakes. The power law of practice postulates that the collective error rate from all students decreases as students practice more following a power function ($Y = aX^{-b}$). This assumption has been made by multiple prior student modeling approaches [9, 44].

A2 assumes that if a student knows all KCs relevant to a problem, it indicates they are likely to answer the problem correctly. When incorporating this assumption into a data-driven model, it implies that the demonstration of KCs relevant to a problem in a solution attempt should be predictive of attempt correctness. For example, if a problem requires the application of KCs A and B, a successful demonstration of KC A should suggest an increased likelihood of getting the problem right. This assumption has been used in many
knowledge tracing models \cite{13, 6, 33, 47} that make predictions on future submissions with a focus on domains with closed and structured questions. However, for open-ended, free-form computer science problems, the complexity and intertwinedness of individual KCs may cause more difficulty in performance prediction. We thus limit our assumption to the current submission correctness.

A3 postulates that KCs are observable and detectable from students’ code submissions. We only have access to the code submissions, and in this work we only focus on KCs that can be extracted from code submissions. While some KCs may exist that are not directly observable through code submissions (for example, reading skills are also required when students try to solve programming tasks specified by text requirements), various KCs can be observed in code submissions. For example, Rivers et al. \cite{44} extracted various KCs represented by AST nodes derived from code submissions.

A4 and A5 are assumptions specifically made in the design process of our current model. They may not necessarily be true, but we use them to facilitate the creation and training of the KC-Finder model. Future work can focus on loosening these assumptions. A4 as a limitation, states that the number of practiced KCs is fixed for each problem. In many cases this is true, but whether students practice certain KCs can also be affected by the code they write and the solution path they choose. For example, in an open-ended programming problem, the instructor may expect students to solve the problem by using nested if conditions, but some students may choose more complex logic operations to avoid nested if. Under this assumption, we assume that the student did not demonstrate a correct practice of the required KC “nested if”, while the student actually indeed correctly practiced the KC “complex logic operations” and “nested if” is not required by the problem. We use this assumption to allow the usage of the Q-matrix since if KCs are dependent on submissions, one Q-matrix cannot represent the KC-problem relationship since the relationship varies across different submissions. In A5, we have an assumption that requires all candidate KCs we discover to have the same starting error rate (a) and learning rate (b) in the power function for their learning curves. We set this assumption as a start for using properties of the power law curve, and save the automatic fitting of more specific learning curve parameters for later work. Our experiments show that we can still discover meaningful KCs under this assumption.

3.2 KC-Finder Model

Under the guidance of these theoretical properties, we define the KC-Finder model structure below. Figure 1 provides an overview of the model. We show a single student and their T code submissions \{S_1, S_2, ..., S_T\} for a course as example to illustrate the process of the model. The output of the model is specified in orange in the figure, where the current submission correctness is indicated as \{y_1, y_2, ..., y_T\}.

In a submission \(S_t\), two types of information are available to the model for the correctness classification task: the problem ID \(p_t\) and the actual code submission \(c_t\). While both cannot be immediately processed by a mathematical model, we separately represent the problem ID and code submission information as real-valued vectors. For the problem ID, we use one-hot vectors to represent the IDs as vectors, using a vector \(x_p\) to represent \(p_t\), where the length of the vector equals the number of problems in the dataset, with all elements assigned as 0, except the element associated with the problem assigned as 1. Note that this setting is similar but different to typical knowledge tracing tasks \cite{59, 19, 1} which also use one-hot representations for problem IDs. Knowledge tracing includes the correctness information in the task of the next submission performance prediction (which is denoted as \(y_{t+1}\)). In contrast, we do not include the correctness information since our task is to classify the correctness of the current submission \(y_t\), and to discover KCs through the model learned from this task. Code submissions \(c_t\) are embedded through a code2vec model \cite{2}, which has been recently introduced to educational analytics in multiple tasks \cite{51, 19}.

The code2vec model can embed a code snippet \(c_t\) into a vector \(z_t\). This part of the model updates parameters in the training process, along with other layers in the model.

Neural networks have a common structure. Linear layers (also called fully-connected layers) are defined by weight matrices and apply linear transformations to vector inputs. The product of these multiplications is often followed by non-linear functions such as sigmoid or tanh to introduce non-linearity into the model. In the KC-Finder model, all linear layers (\(W_{KC}, W_c\) and \(W_p\)) have the same mathematical operations (with different weights), which first multiply with the input vectors and then apply the sigmoid function (denoted as \(\phi(\cdot)\)) to every element to compute the output. For example, when a code vector \(z_t\) passes through the linear layer \(W_c\), the equation for this process is \(h_t = \phi(W_c z_t)\).

The vector \(h_t\) is of dimension \(L\), where \(L\) is the total number of KCs. We intend to interpret \(h_t\) as the error rate of students practicing KCs \(\{1, 2, ..., L\}\), but there are some challenges. First, not all problems practice all KCs, and our model needs to learn problem-KC relationships. To this end, we leverage the one-hot problem embeddings \(x_p\) to infer weights and represent the KCs corresponding to the current problem. We use linear layer \(W_{KC}\) to learn a relationship between potential KCs and problems, and use a sigmoid function to scale the output of layer \(m\) to the \([0, 1]\) range. The layer-m weights then multiply with the values of \(h_t\) and generate a vector \(k_t\).

The intuition behind this is that every problem can have a probability of practicing certain KCs, and we use \(m\) as this probability and multiply the \(h_t\) vector to represent the selected KC values. The output \(k_t\) is a masked representation of the knowledge status of a student. When using an ideal learning curve to force the distribution of the representations across students in a batch, it can readily be interpreted as the error rate of students practicing KCs as we expect it to follow the power law of practice. For a batch of students’ submissions that practiced a KC, cumulatively they should also follow the power law of practice, and preserve their ability to predict the submission’s correctness. These two properties lead to the design of the loss function which is used to train the KC-Finder model:

\[
L = \alpha(\frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=1}^{N} H(y, \hat{y}) + (1-\alpha)\sum_{t=1}^{T} \sum_{l=1}^{L} k_{n,t,l}\hat{y}_{t,l}) + \gamma(||W_{KC}||_1).
\]  

(1)

In Equation 1 the loss when the model has a batch of \(N\) student submissions comes from three sources. The first part
4. EXPERIMENT

4.1 Dataset

Our experiments use the publicly available CodeWorkout dataset\(^2\). The dataset is collected from an introductory Java course at Virginia Tech in Spring 2019. The dataset is stored in ProgSnap2 \(^3\) format and is released to the public in the 2nd CSEDM data challenge.\(^4\) No identifiable information (such as geographical information, GPA, etc.) on individual students is released, and the dataset has been anonymized for ethical considerations. The dataset includes submissions from 410 students for 50 programming problems, which are grouped into 5 assignments according to the topics. For example, the first assignment mainly focuses on the if conditions, while a later assignment has more problems on for loops. The typical length of the student code submissions is 10 to 20 lines and 41.86 tokens, submitted to the CodeWorkout \(^5\) platform, and tested by pre-defined test cases. The unknown tokens are specifically assigned as a unique identifier [unk] in the model. To avoid overfitting to the problems, user-defined variables and strings are also normalized to a fixed string in students’ code. On average, 23.68% of all submissions (from all students) are correct, meaning they passed all test cases. Our model involves training, validation, and testing phases. We split the dataset according to students by a ratio of 3:1:1 for each of the three phases. We train the model with training data, use the validation set to tune hyperparameters, and test and evaluate the model on the testing set. The results are averaged through 5 times repeated sampling to ensure the result are reliable.

4.2 Data Preprocessing

Code submissions are complex, and we only use the first attempts of students on each problem for potential KC discovery. One reason is that it has been common for knowledge tracing tasks to only consider the first submissions for problems \(^6\), as students practice skills when they first see the problem and have not received any feedback on the specific problems. Another reason is that for code submissions, students tend to debug on their later submissions. This process involves more complicated behavior, which may not be fully explainable by conventional knowledge component modeling. Sometimes students even get intimidated by problems in case of repeated incorrect submissions, only to click the submit button multiple times and thus make invalid submissions that do not show what they know and don’t know.

\(^{2}\)https://pslcdatashop.web.cmu.edu/Files?datasetId=3458

\(^{3}\)https://sites.google.com/ncsu.edu/csedm-dc-2021/home

\(^{4}\)https://sites.google.com/ncsu.edu/csedm-dc-2021/home

\(^{5}\)https://pslcdatashop.web.cmu.edu/Files?datasetId=3458

\(^{6}\)https://sites.google.com/ncsu.edu/csedm-dc-2021/home

Figure 1: KC-Finder Model structure, where blue nodes are vectors, and green blocks represent neural network structures.
Therefore, as it would be a non-trivial task to evaluate candidate KCs for multiple submission situations, we only use the first submissions from students for every problem. This is also different from other analyses such as “learning trajectory analysis” [4], as we only focus on the submissions when students practice skills for the first time.

Some students may also have exhibit cheating behavior in the dataset (since the system used to collect data don’t have a detector for cheating, unfortunately). We also observed students submitting partial code as their first submission or potential cheating. For example, some students struggled with easier problems, but suddenly are able to make correct submissions on their first try after a certain problem, and those later problems are generally more complicated than the ones they failed many times before.

We added preliminary filters to keep only the first attempt submissions from students and avoid students with possible cheating behavior. To only keep the first submissions, we implemented a filter to detect the first submissions that are not too short (longer than 3 lines of code) and only kept these first submissions. We also implemented a filter to remove students with sudden changes in their submission patterns. Out of 410, we finally kept 351 students in the dataset for the KC discovery task.

4.3 Hyperparameter Tuning

We used validation sets for hyperparameter tuning. Specifically, we applied grid search to find hyperparameters yielding the highest classification AUC scores on validation sets for model evaluations. This process is repeated 5 times to reduce the risk of overfitting. We selected the learning rate for the model as 0.005 through space of 0.001, 0.003, 0.006, and the training epochs are selected as 80 through the early-stopping process. We also tuned the $\alpha$ parameter (specified in Equation 1) and used a value of 0.97 (in a range of 0.03 through 0.97). At the same time, the lower weight on learning curve fitting loss does not have a significant effect on the potential KCs discovered (they still produce good learning curves even if set low). Still, a higher weight on classification loss is needed for the classification task. The $\gamma$ parameter controls the speed of removing potential KCs from unrelated problems and is set to a low value of $3e-5$. The other model hyperparameters are kept the same as the default ones in the settings of the code2vec and DKT models [2][39]. We did not tune on the different combinations of the $a$ and $b$ parameters of the expected learning curves of the KCs since it is hard to evaluate the quality of potential KCs quantitatively, as in real applications, it is also feasible to try different $a$ and $b$ parameters and check the quality of potential KCs found under various combinations. In our experiments, we used the values $a = 0.7, b = 0.6$. We also assumed that $L = 30$ potential KCs exist in the dataset, and while the model is able to reduce the number by learning a candidate KC not practiced in any problem, the number is an educated guess by the authors after checking through the problems. Future experiments can be introduced to evaluate more value combinations. We kept these values since there is no direct way to quantitatively evaluate the quality of programming skills or misconceptions discovered by the models. The model is trained with a computer equipped with an Nvidia GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU. A single run of the training takes less than 10 minutes, and inference of a single batch of students takes seconds of computation. The code is implemented in PyTorch [36] and publicly available.

4.4 Baseline KC Models

We compared the KC discovered by our model with four baseline methods. One can argue that topics of the problems can be extracted and assigned as the KCs in each question. As the first baseline in our experiment, one of the authors manually examined the problem requirements and code solutions, identified a set of 15 Topic KCs, and manually tagged each problem with a set of relevant KCs. The second baseline used an alternative way to extract KCs that examines the student code submissions and extracts the most frequently used code components (show up in more than 20% of all solutions) in correct submissions as KCs for certain problems. This is a simplified KC model compared to [44], as we do not have an automatic hint generator for Java compared to their work for Python programs. We implemented this method to extract the nodes from the AST representation of student code, and filtered nodes that show up in more than 20% of correct submissions as KCs required by the problem, resulting in 21 Node KCs. Textual and numerical leaf nodes of ASTs were removed from KCs since they vary among problems. Lastly, we considered two standard baselines from prior work [37], one which uses a single KC for all problems (i.e., general programming knowledge), and another that defines a separate KC for each problem (i.e., each problem is its own KC). We compared our discovered candidate KCs with the four baselines using the fitness errors of the induced learning curves.

5. RESULTS

5.1 Learning Curves

We first show three example learning curves generated from our model using the testing dataset shown in Figure 2. To evaluate the fitness of the learning curves of each of the potential KCs, we calculated an average absolute error $\epsilon = \frac{1}{\sum_{k} |\epsilon_k - \epsilon_{\hat{k}}|} / \sum_{\hat{k}}$ to compare the curves to the expected curves under the exponential curve $\hat{\epsilon}_k = at^{-b}$, where the $a$ and $b$ parameters are automatically fitted. Note that for each KC candidate, only problems practicing the KC are counted when calculating the error $\epsilon$. For example, the KC candidate #5 is practiced in almost all problems. The KCs shown in Figure 2 all have a relatively low error compared with the assumed exponential curve. KC candidate #5 has an error of 0.037, KC candidate #4 has an error of 0.026, and KC candidate #2 has an error of 0.032. All KCs candidates we extracted have a $\epsilon < 0.1$, and the mean error is 0.034, showing that the learning curves of the potential KCs are generally consistent to the learning curve, and follow the power law of practice. On the other hand, the baseline KCs do not create KCs that fit the expected exponential learning curve. We show four learning curves created from the baseline Topic KCs and the node KCs in Figure 3. The two learning curves on the left represent the error rate of the submissions when certain Topic KCs are practiced, and the right side shows learning curves when node KCs are practiced. We can clearly see that neither KC models on the

---

if or for statements show an exponential, or even decreasing trend in error rates. When calculating their fit to the assumed exponential learning curve for the model (with automatically fit parameters), we show in Table 1 that both KCs have very high fitness errors. Only a small subset of the KCs has a valid learning rate factor ($b$), presenting Topic KCs and node KCs cannot generate learning curves fitting the exponential curve with a fixed set of parameters. When looking at more learning curves generated from both KCs, they are similar to the examples in Figure 2 and do not have a decreasing trend over opportunities. The learning curves for Topic KCs and node KCs are similar to each other for a certain concept (for example the first two learning curves for if concept), which confirms that the expert extracted KCs are represented in code submissions as well. However, one limitation here is that the correctness may not directly represent the correct practice of certain KCs. The correctness metric represents students practicing all KCs in a certain problem correctly, but not on certain KCs. We use the correctness of the submissions to validate these two KC extraction methods as an approximation, which shows that our work can represent the learning curve for certain KCs without the need for a specifically designed partial evaluation of the submissions – only if we can explain the potential KCs discovered by the model.

5.2 KC Interpretation

Our model discovers KC candidates represented as vectors that generate reasonable learning curves, and we show the interpretability of the KC candidates in this section. We manually examined the code and their corresponding KC values and found that we could find meaningful and interpretable KCs from these automatically discovered KC candidates. We manually inspected the discovered KCs across multiple problems, and show one example for the presentation purpose. In Figure 3 we show an example case of a KC candidate (KC #4) and explain what has been tracked in this KC in one problem. The problem requires students to use if conditions with logic operators, and one typical and non-obvious error from students is to use the order wrongly and return incorrect values that cause test cases to fail. It should be noted that the values do not indicate whether the KCs are practiced or not in certain problems. A low KC value means a failed demonstration of the candidate KC. Code A submission is correct, with a high KC value on KC candidate #4. Code C has a wrong order and has a low KC value on the same KC. While other reasons could cause the difference in KC values, Code C is incorrect due to the wrong order. This KC could possibly track bracket usage, as the only difference between Code A and Code B is bracket usage. Using brackets led to a lower KC value for Code B.

We also found some other concepts associated with KC candidate #4, for example, in one problem, all students who have an error in using $=$ as comparison operator $==$ got lower KC values. One KC may not represent a clearly defined concept by experts. The KC candidates are almost certainly amalgamations of different concepts, and no single behavior seems to explain the KC itself. Some of these concepts are consistent through different problems, as the example shows all are related to the if condition, and some of the concepts are problem-specific. As we do not have any specific design in the mode, KCs can be conceptual and can be distinct when they tend to improve together. Some candidate KCs are meaningful and important skills for the problem (e.g. the sequence of if conditions as shown in [4]), which instructors might not have intuited; however

5.3 Code Classification

In our experiments, we report the classification results through 5 times running and calculate the average of the runs to get the classification results. KCs should be informative to predict the correctness of the code submission. To serve as a sanity check, before we evaluate the discovered potential
We present the Q-matrix we found from the testing dataset, ranked by the number of problems in Figure 5, and compare the corresponding AIC and BIC scores in Table 2 to evaluate how well the discovered and baseline KCs predict student performance/correctness, following prior methods [9]. These metrics are frequently used to evaluate the goodness of fit. More detailed equations for the metrics can be found in prior works (e.g. [9]). The Q-matrix shows that the KCs are relatively evenly distributed through all problems with good sparsity. In the comparison results, the model scores are similar to a random KC model. It would be unsurprising to have this result, as the model learned KC candidates that were amalgamations of different and overlapping micro-concepts; therefore, it makes sense that a Q-matrix involving these KCs would not be meaningful. While our KC model does not generate better AIC/BIC scores than random KC, the other baseline models (even manually defined KC models). This shows that it is difficult to create a predictive KC model with the dataset. Furthermore, it suggests that fitting a learning curve itself is sufficient to discover KCs for domain modeling. We did not manually inspect the baselines’ KC quality since they are specifically designed to represent different levels of KCs. For example, one KC and all KC are naive baselines that any domain could use, while the remaining baselines are expert-defined, and thus already fit to expert understanding of KCs. One direction for future work would be to seed the model with an expert-authored Q-matrix and allow the model to discover KC candidates which match the pre-specified pattern. This KC-refinement task has been explored by various works (e.g. [24]). However, doing so with our approach would help to address the challenge of figuring out which relevant KC a student is struggling with when they get a problem wrong.

Table 1: Fitness error of Topic KCs, Node KCs, and KCs discovered by our model. The Valid LCs column indicates the number of LCs with a positive learning rate parameter ($b > 0$). A negative learning rate indicates a degenerate KC (students get worse with practice).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KC</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Valid LCs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic KC</td>
<td>0.0663</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node KC</td>
<td>0.0785</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model KC</td>
<td>0.0342</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: AIC, BIC of Topic KCs, node KCs, one KC, all KCs, and KCs discovered by this model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KC Model</th>
<th>AIC</th>
<th>BIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One KC</td>
<td>3223.92</td>
<td>3651.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All KC</td>
<td>3179.95</td>
<td>4189.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic KC</td>
<td>3220.99</td>
<td>3672.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node KC</td>
<td>3214.84</td>
<td>3678.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random KC</td>
<td>3076.08</td>
<td>3848.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model KC</td>
<td>3081.44</td>
<td>3853.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KCs, we evaluated an average of running the model on different splits of training and validation sets five times and reached an average AUC score of 77.26%. Considering that no correctness information is given to the model, and only discovered KCs are used for making the classification, the potential KCs can be used to classify the code correctness, showing the necessity of using the correctness information in the loss function.

5.4 Q-Matrix Analysis
6. DISCUSSION

6.1 Expected Properties

We first answer RQ1 in this discussion section: How closely do the candidate KCs detect match the expected properties of KCs?

Our goal was to discover candidate KCs that matched two important properties of high-quality KCs. First, students should be more successful at demonstrating KCs as they practice them, following the power law of practice [9, 24]. Second, a student’s success on a given problem should be predicted by how successfully they demonstrated relevant KCs for that problem [13, 47]. To address this, we trained a model to detect candidate KCs and then evaluated those KCs on a separate dataset. Our findings suggest that the discovered KCs largely meet these two goals, much more so than the four baselines we compare with (see Section 4).

First, the resulting learning curves appear high quality, fitting well to a power law curve. By contrast, none of our baselines produced viable learning curves, suggesting that naive approaches for defining KCs are ineffective with our dataset. Similarly, prior work [44] has found that learning curves in programming often fail to align with learning curves. This result suggests that our model could detect patterns in student code that become more frequent as students practice – quickly at first and then slower with time – as suggested by the power law of practice [9]. As we discuss below, some of these patterns likely correspond to skills that students develop over time, such as the usage of if conditions, or (the absence of) misconceptions that become rare over time, such as using an assignment operator (=) instead of comparison (==) inside of a conditional statement. However, some of these patterns may simply correspond to code constructs that are used more frequently as the semester progresses (e.g., variables, which are rare in early assignments), and thus naturally increase in frequency, without in reality having much to do with practice. Matching learning curves is not itself enough to say a KC is meaningful, but it does suggest that some of the discovered KC candidates may correspond to learned skills.

Second, we found that, for a given problem, the relevant KC candidates were, collectively, predictive of students’ correctness on programming practice problems (AUC = 77.26%). These results suggest that whether a student successfully demonstrates a candidate KC discovered by our model gives insight into whether they will succeed at the current problem. In other words, the code patterns underlying these candidate KCs are also important code patterns for solving the programming problems in our dataset.

Overall, these results suggest that the candidate KCs we discovered do match the expected properties of idealized KCs in these two dimensions. Importantly, the results we presented were from a hold-out test dataset with unseen students, suggesting that KC candidates can generalize across different students within a course. However, while these criteria are necessary, they are not sufficient, and we will explore the limitations of the discovered KCs below.

6.2 Skill Tracking

Figure 5: Q-Matrix representation of KCs and problems, where yellow cells represent a presence of the KCs in a problem, and dark cells represent an absence.

We answer RQ2 in this section: What properties do the discovered KC candidates have? What kind of patterns have we discovered as KCs in students’ code?

First, we found that there are important differences between the discovered KC candidates and how experts would likely define KCs for a given domain. Rather than discrete concepts (conditionals), the KCs are amalgamations of different micro-concepts (e.g., correct ordering of the primary if-statements in a problem), where no single behavior seems to explain the KC itself, and different KCs overlap. Some of these micro-concepts show up across different problems (e.g., KC #4 detects the misuse of = in conditions (or assignment in conditional) misconception across various problems). Some of these are also problem-specific, e.g., the order of two if statements in the problem shown in [9]. This suggests the need for further research on operationalizing the idea of a KC’s “consistency” – that a KC should mean the same thing when detected across students and problems. This is a non-trivial idea to encode in a model, which lacks any domain expertise. Ideally, such a definition should be defined based on student behavior (e.g., if a KC is consistent, students’ performance for problems that use the KC will be correlated). In some ways, this idea is operationalized by approaches such as AFM [9]. However, since the actual domain information is not used, it would not be feasible to evaluate the performance of such methods. Although the Q-matrix learned by the model was not meaningful, we also found that the candidate KCs can inform our understanding of what skills students develop in a domain. For example, we found that KC #4 clearly detected a micro-concept focused on students’ use of brackets in code. Importantly, these brackets did not change the function of the student’s code, and it is unlikely an expert would have thought to include them as a discrete skill. However, our model identified this pattern as being predictive of student success and fitting a good learning curve. In retrospect, this makes sense as skill students develop: acquiring familiarity with syntax and style conventions (e.g., when brackets are and are not necessarily) can help students succeed on various problems, even if it does not directly affect their correctness. We also found that candidate KCs included misconceptions, such as the confusion of = and == in if conditions. More work is
needed to develop methods for extracting the meaning of these data-driven KC candidates, and use this understanding to develop insight.

6.3 Design Choices

We made design choices according to our assumptions (See details in Section 3.1). Assumption A3 specifies that KCs should be detectable from code, and thus we used the code2vec model to process code into vectors \( z \). Code2vec has been used for educational data mining tasks recently \[9, 49, 19\], and the code embedding extracting module can be other models such as ASTNN \[29, 57\] as well. Assumption A4 specified that problems should have a fixed set of KCs, and we thus 1-hot embedded the problem IDs into vectors \( x \), and use them to calculate a set of masks \( m \) to specify the KCs active for different problems. The masks select relative KCs for processed code vectors \( b \), and the selected values \( k \) participate in the loss calculation. According to assumption A1, one requirement is that if we let \( k \) correspond to KCs, they should follow the power law of practice. We designed the loss so that \( k \) values fit an exponential curve, generated by a fixed set of parameters, relaxed by assumption A5. Finally, since A2 specifies the performance of KCs should be predictive of the code correctness, we use \( k \) values to make the predictions and have the model also train on the classification loss. When we assume the learning curves have the same parameters, the model may overlook KCs with very different starting error rates and learning rates. We thus used an L1-regularization to encourage the sparsity of \( W_{kc} \) and allow KCs to drop. While many variations and improvements can be made, this model is a proof of concept and serves as a prototype for the KC discovery task in the programming education domain.

6.4 Research and Educational Implications

This work introduced a fully data-driven KC-discovery algorithm designed for the CS education domain. It uses student log data describing the correctness of student responses and actual student code submissions to discover KCs and map them to individual programming problems. It connects pieces of computer science education with learning theories to discover a Q-matrix which conforms to the power law of practice \[49\]. It has been a different task from the KC refinement methods such as LFA, which uses learning curve analysis for KC-refinement, but it requires an initial Q-matrix \[9, 24\]. These student model improvement methods can reduce the load on experts when performing cognitive tasks analysis \[11\]. In contrast, our model directly reduces expert effort by providing a student model that produces KCs with learning curves fitting the power law of practice. Our model leverages deep learning structures, typically known as “black boxes”, however, we specifically designed the model such that the middle layer information can be interpreted as the KC ability estimates and thus made this model interpretable. The discovered KCs can be applied for performance prediction tasks by directly using the KC values or plugging the model structure to current knowledge tracing models for CS education \[19\]. While there are vector representations of student code submissions, they can also serve as language-agnostic representations to represent the mastery of KCs \[27\]. Our model can also be seen as a misconception attribution tool. When a student is predicted to have a high error probability on a certain KC, an automated hint or interference can be generated in an adaptive way to help the learning process \[11\]. Finally, the model can also be used to analyze the KCs covered by a set of problems using submission data from a semester, and thus to make more informed pedagogical decisions \[20\].

6.5 Limitations

Besides the assumptions we made to guide the model design, there are also other limitations present in this study. First, we did not incorporate the factor of using test cases. The run-time results of carefully designed test cases may contribute to the attribution of errors when students practice KCs. However, we do not have the full test case information for every problem in the dataset, and it is non-trivial to match KCs with specific test cases. Future work may integrate information about test case results into the existing method to enhance the KC discovery process. Second, we followed the tradition of knowledge tracing tasks and only used students’ first submissions in model training and evaluation. One major limitation is that we cannot track the actual opportunities of practicing KCs in repeated submissions, especially if we don’t assume that problems have fixed sets of KCs. We made this decision after the exploratory data analysis, during which we found lots of students made debugging submissions that are unnecessary. We found it can be complicated to explain this behavior, and are unsure if students actually intend to practice KCs when submitting a debugged code (for example, they may hit submission buttons multiple times, or they just wanted to exhaust possible choices to reach the correctness), as pointed out by Baker et al. \[5\]. It could also be interesting to investigate student behavior after their first submissions for programming problems. Finally, this model serves as a prototype and many variations could possibly generate better KCs. However, we do not have a metric to quantitatively evaluate the extent of KCs being reasonable and interpretable. While we do have a metric to examine the fitness of the learning curves and the classification of the code correctness, one limitation of the results is that the classification results are no better than random, and the discovered KCs are sometimes meaningful and non-obvious. The limited size of dataset may also cause a limited generalization on other datasets. We will explore ways to use expert knowledge to evaluate the quality of KC models, using this research to guide our future direction.
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